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Abstract: The paper estimates the resolution value of the test gas concentration found 
by indirect measurement, using a high-precision oxygen analyser (two decimal places). The first 
part of the paper briefly presents the pressurized housing protection "p" type of equipment 
protection to explosion and their specific test requirements. The last part of the paper presents a 
model for calculating the resolution of the test gas concentration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The operation of installations and equipment using combustible gases involves 

the build-up of flammable clouds (mixtures) in the form of fine gas dispersion [11], 
[12]. 

Explosive atmospheres are mixtures of air with flammable substances, in the 
form of fine gas dispersion, under normal atmospheric conditions, for which, after 
ignition, the combustion violently (explosively) propagates from the initiating source 
to the entire volume of mixture [1]. 

Explosive clouds generate explosions, following direct contact with efficient 
ignition sources. These explosions occur with the release of a large amount of heat and, 
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at the same time, flames arise, generating fires, high temperatures, vertiginous 
increases in pressure, etc. 

The emission of flammable substances, followed by their ignition, can produce 
a wide variety of thermal and dynamic effects [2]. 

Any explosion (whether or not followed by a fire) is the consequence of 
random cumulative effects of a technical cause (s), on one hand, and of circumstances 
created by negligence, lack of foresight or caution and different levels of non-
compliance with technical operating requirements, on the other hand [10], [13]. 

 
2. FEATURES FOR TESTING EQUIPMENT PROTECTED TO 

EXPLOSION BY PRESSURIZED HOUSING "p" PROTECTION TYPE 
 
The purge test for pressurized casings without any internal release source and 

the fill test for static pressurization shielded equipment involves filling with test gas, at 
a concentration of at least 70%, in any measured point [14]. After the pressurized 
housing is filled, test gas supply is switched off and air supply is switched on, at the 
minimum purge flow rate specified by the manufacturer. Purging time must be 
measured and recorded. If a second test is required, the pressurized housing must be 
filled with a second test gas, the density of which is opposite to the first gas (relative to 
air density), at a concentration of at least 70% in any measured point and purging time 
for the second test must be also measured [5]. 

Equipment explosion-proofed [15] by air or inert gas pressurized housings, 
having a density equal to the density of air ± 10%, must be initially filled with air at 
normal atmospheric pressure. Their housing must then be purged with the inert gas 
specified by the manufacturer. 

Equipment explosion-proofed by housing pressurized by static pressure must 
be initially filled with air at normal atmospheric pressure [3]. Equipment must then be 
filled with inert gas according to manufacturer's specifications. After filling, there must 
be no points inside the housing in which oxygen concentration exceeds 1% (v/v), 
compared to atmospheric conditions [6].  

The shielding gas supply must then be switched on at the minimum purge rate 
specified by the manufacturer. 

The dilution test shall be performed after the purge test and the shielding gas 
source shall be set to the minimum flow rate specified by the manufacturer. 

The purge test for equipment with a pressurized housing, where the flammable 
substance is not a liquid, the pressurization is carried out by continuous circulation and 
the shielding gas is air, must be carried out using the test procedure specific to 
pressurized equipment [7]. 

In addition, during the test, the test gas must be injected into the pressurized 
housing through the receiving system at a maximum release rate so as to represent the 
most unfavorable release conditions, taking into account the position, number and 
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nature of releases and their proximity related to the flammable equipment outside the 
dilution area. 

If a second test is required, the test must be repeated using a second test gas 
and purging time must be recorded as the measured purge time. 

Interior atmosphere of the pressurized housing must be tested in various points 
where it is assumed that the test gas is most likely to persist and in the vicinity of the 
flammable equipment outside the normal dilution area. 

Gas concentration in test points must be analyzed or measured over the entire 
test period (s). For example, the pressurized housing may be provided with a number 
of small diameter tubes, the open ends of which must be placed inside the pressurized 
housing at the sampling points. 

If the test consists of sampling, quantities taken should not have a significant 
effect on the test. 

If necessary, the openings in the pressurized housing may be closed to allow 
the pressurized housing to be filled with the specified test gas, provided that they are 
reopened for the purge and dilution tests [8]. 

For specific applications, tests may be performed for specific flammable gases 
and vapors. In this case, flammable gases must be specified and the test gas (es) must 
be chosen to have densities within ± 10% of the heaviest gas and the lightest gas 
specified. In the case of a single specified gas, a single test shall be performed with a 
test gas having a density within ± 10% of the specified gas. 

If it is necessary to cover all flammable gases, two tests must be carried out. A 
test must be performed to cover gases lighter than air, using helium as test gas. The 
second test must be performed to cover gases heavier than air, using argon or carbon 
dioxide as test gas. 

Test gas concentration in sampling points, after purging and where the dilution 
is applied, when air is the shielding gas, must not exceed the following values: 

• a value equivalent to 25% of the most unfavorable value of LEL, when tests 
for specific flammable gases are applied. 

• a value equivalent of 25% of LEL, when a single specific flammable gas is 
covered. 

• 1% for the helium test and 0.25% for the argon or carbon dioxide test when 
all flammable gases are covered. 

These values correspond to approximately 25% of LEL for light and, 
respectively, heavy flammable gases. 

If the shielding gas is an inert gas, the oxygen concentration after purging and 
dilution must not exceed 2% (V/V). 

 
3. TEST GAS CONCENTRATION RESOLUTION CALCULATION 

MODEL 
 

Internationally, for purge testing of explosion-proof equipment by pressurized 
casings, the assessment of test gas concentration values is performed indirectly by 
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measuring oxygen concentration using high-precision oxygen analyzers that have a 
value resolution of hundredth of percent [9]. 

The theoretical model resulting from the balance of concentrations of gaseous 
substances present inside the equipment casing during the purge test shall be used to 
determine the test gas concentration [4]. 

Indicated equation of the analyzer: 
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To identify the relationship between value resolutions of the gas concentration 
to be measured, the following relation is used: 
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where: 

iniOC
2  - oxygen content of atmospheric air; 

indicatC  - oxygen concentration indicated by the analyser; 

g1C
 - gas 1 concentration in the mixture; 

g2C
 - gas 2 concentration in the mixture; 

g1k
 - gas 1 correction coefficient in the mixture; 

g2k
 - gas 2, correction coefficient in the mixture; 

2OC  - oxygen concentration in the mixture; 
ArC  - argon concentration in air. 

 
The parameter that influences the indication of the oxygen analyser is the 

offset value. Values of this parameter for test gases used are given in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Values of this parameter for test gases used 

No. Substance Offset (at 20C) 

echiv. [%] oxygen 

Value resolution [%] 

1 Helium 0,29 -0,0484 

2 Carbon Dioxide -0,26 -0,0472 

3 Argon -0,22 -0,0472 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The use of oxygen analysers for the purpose of indirectly measuring the 

concentration of test gases to perform tests for pressurized equipment has the 
advantage of generating a general solution applicable to all test gases. 

On the other hand, the value of about 21% v/v of oxygen in the atmospheric air 
makes the value resolution of test gases measurement by using the method of indirect 
measurement with the help of oxygen analysers to be five times lower than the value 
resolution of the oxygen analyser. 
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